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Photo of the communities



Andalusia

It’s located in the south of the Iberian 
peninsula and the political capital is 

Sevilla. It’s the most populated 
autonomous community of Spain.



Andalusia

The Andalusians have a 
reputation for always being 

partying and making others laugh. 
When they talk about things they 
tend to distort reality, increasing 
it. People from Spain usually think 
that Andalusian people are lazy. 

They usually are hospitable, 
religious, superstitious and 

generous. 



Basque Country

The Basque Country is an 
autonomous community 
in northern Spain. The 

political capital is Vitoria. 
Of the Basques  there are 

two generalized 
prejudices, that they all 
are separatist and tough 

people.



They are hard, frank, robust, 
lovers of their land, separatists, 
gross and they never laugh. A 
possible explanation for this, if it 
is true, is that traditional Basque 
sports stand out for being very 
physical, for the need to use 
quite a lot of force.
On the other hand, the fact that 
they are separatists comes from 
political issues due to the 
nationalist thoughts of a part of the 
population.



Galicia
Galicia is an autonomous 
community of Spain and 
historic nationality under 
Spanish law. It’s Located in 
the north-west of the Iberian 
Peninsula. The political 
capital is Santiago de 
Compostela, in the province 
of A Coruña.



Galicians are 
considered closed, 
distrustful, indecisive, 
superstitious and 
traditionalists.



Canary Islands

The Canary Islands is a Spanish 
archipelago and the southernmost 
autonomous community of Spain 
located in the Atlantic Ocean, 100 
kilometres west of Morocco at the 
closest point. The seven main 
islands are Tenerife, 
Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria, 
Lanzarote, La Palma, La Gomera 
and El Hierro.



People often think 
that Canarian 
people are lazy and 
calm. It’s thought 
that we like to 
spend time on the 
beach and take 
things too calmly.



Catalonia

Catalonia is a Spanish 
autonomous community, 
considered a historical 
nationality, located in 
the northeast of the 
Iberian Peninsula. Its 
capital is the city of 

Barcelona. 



The Catalans have always 
had the reputation of 
being stingy.
Currently, the separatists 
label is added to this, and 
also a certain reputation 
of unfriendly.
In some areas of Spain, 
prejudice against 
Catalans has increased 
instead of decreasing.



Spain’s mainland from the point 
of view of Canarians

Mainland Spaniards are the "peninsulares" but when they are 
arrogant or nasty the Canary Islanders call them "godos" -
Gothics-, a pejorative nickname given in the 19th Century to 
Mainland Spaniards who tried to impress Canarians and acted 
in the presumption that they were members of the old Castilian 
aristocracy and direct descendants from the Gothic Kings of the 
6th and 7th Centuries.


